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Abstract
Stream processing as a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) offering
is used at LinkedIn to host thousands of business-critical applications. This requires service owners to manage applications’
resource sizing and tuning. Unfortunately, applications have
diverged from their conventional model of a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) of operators and incorporate multiple other functionalities, which presents numerous challenges for sizing. We
present a controller that dynamically controls applications’
resource sizing while accounting for diverse functionalities,
load variations, and service dependencies, to maximize cluster
utilization and minimize cost. We discuss the challenges and
opportunities in designing such a controller.
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Introduction

Stream processing systems such as Spark Streaming [39],
Flink [3], Heron [31], Samza [35], and Puma [23] are widely
employed in the industry to cater to a wide variety of realtime data processing applications [3, 23, 31, 35]. Examples
of such applications at LinkedIn include those that serve
user-notifications [35], monitor service latencies [35], detect
fraud/abuse [11], and many others [35].
At LinkedIn stream processing is offered using the platform as a service (PaaS) model to application developers,
data scientists, and other users. This allows for increased development agility because users focus solely on devising their
applications, while the service bears the onus of maintaining
scalability, availability, resource efficiency, security, isolation,
fairness, and other properties for the applications. LinkedIn’s
stream processing service today hosts thousands of such applications, processing millions of messages per second and
hundreds of gigabytes of data per second.
This approach requires the service to manage the applications’ resource sizing, such as, the amount of memory and
CPU assigned, and other tuning, such as, the level of parallelism, heap memory allocations, and other parameters [20].
In doing so, the service aims to meet the applications’ throughput and latency requirements in the face of input load variations, variations in the performance characteristics of appli-

cations’ dependencies such as Key-Value, blob storage, or
other web services, environmental variations such as network
latency increases, application and hardware evolution, while
maximizing cluster utilization and minimizing cost.
While over-allocation of resources to applications (or oversizing) can help tolerate input load increases, it leads to lower
resource utilization and higher cost. Similarly, under-sizing
leads to decreased throughput and/or increased latency, or
worse, result in processing stalls causing high tail-latency.
The solution therefore, similar to other cloud services, lies
in dynamically sizing applications [30, 33, 34, 36]. Note that,
such sizing decisions are different from those required for
resource placements, which are typically delegated to clusterwide resource schedulers like YARN [4], Kubernetes [13], or
Mesos [29] that bear the onus of managing isolation, fairness,
and fragmentation of cluster resources [25, 28].
Existing work on scaling controllers for stream processing
systems focuses on scaling parallelism for meeting applications’ latency and throughput goals [20, 26, 27, 30, 32, 34, 38]
while modeling applications as a DAG of operators. However,
as we detail in Sections 2 and 3, production stream applications have diverged from this model in multiple ways causing
them to have heterogeneous performance characteristics. For
example, applications use remote services, maintain state, use
user-defined functions and external frameworks [10, 18], and
combine different functionalities. Consequently, only tuning
applications’ parallelism without taking into account other
sizing parameters, service dependencies, and environmental
variables, typically leads to under-sized applications causing
lowered throughput, increased latencies, and processing stalls.
We analyze the wide variety of production stream processing applications at LinkedIn, and formulate the key challenges
in building a controller that right sizes production stream applications (Sec 3). To explore these challenges concretely,
we prototype Sage, an auto-sizing controller for continuousoperator stream processing systems like Samza [35] and
Flink [3]. Sage is a work-in-progress that uses a rule-based
approach to make sizing decisions about production applications, while accounting for applications’ heterogeneous per-

formance characteristics, their dependency on other services,
and correlations in their use of CPU and memory resources.
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Background and Related Work

Stream processing systems can broadly be classified into two
types – (i) bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) [37] systems
such as Spark Streaming [39] and Google-Dataflow [19], and
(ii) long-running or continuous operator (CO) [37] such as
Apache Flink [3] or Apache Samza [6, 35]. BSP systems
convert streams into micro-batches (e.g., based on time) that
are scheduled for processing by the underlying processing
framework. In contrast, CO systems host long-running computations that directly consume streams from Kafka [5], EventHub [14], and other sources. Both types of systems rely on
input checkpoints for fault tolerance and offer comparable correctness guarantees (e.g., at least-once [35], exactly once [22]).
However, CO systems provide lower latency [37], in our experience are relatively easier to operate in production.
Multi-tenant CO systems typically use cluster-managers
to manage the allocation of cluster resources to applications.
Examples of such cluster-managers include Kubernetes [13],
Borg [36], YARN [4], and Mesos [29]. Applications are allocated resources in equal-sized units called containers, with
each container mapping to a subset of memory and CPU of
a host’s resources. Applications bear the onus of requesting
the appropriate amount of resources, such as, the number of
containers, container memory and CPU-cores size. In addition, applications also specify certain other parameters such
as heap and native memory allocation (for Java applications),
paralellism-related parameters [30], and other parameters required by the underlying CO system [20]. We collectively
refer to these parameters as sizing parameters.
Existing work on resource sizing for stream applications
models them as combinations of well-known operators (such
as, map, filter, join, etc) organized as a DAG, and use the
model to tune their parallelism [20, 26, 27, 30, 32, 34, 38], e.g.,
using linear throughput models [34]. However, as Figures 1
and 2 show, stream applications have evolved beyond this
DAG to have multiple additional functionalities. As described
in Sec 3, applications are heterogenous in their combination
of these functionalities, due to which tuning is required for
all their sizing parameters in addition to parallelism. Other
work [27, 32] uses queuing theory to tune parallelism but assumes specific distributions of arrival rates and service times,
e.g, Poisson, exponential. However, applications can have
significantly different distributions (e.g., multi-modal, heavytailed) as shown in Figures 3 and 4 for selected representative
applications. Therefore such model-based approaches have
limited applicability for our application workloads.

3

Challenges and Requirements

Stream processing applications are conventionally modeled
as a DAG of operators with predictable latency and throughput characteristics [26, 34, 38]. However, applications have

Figure 1: Overview of a sample stream processing application.

Figure 2: Number of stream applications (normalized) that
combine different functionalities, measured two functionalities at a time.
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Figure 3: CDF of arrival rate for a selected set of production
applications.
evolved from this model in many ways, due to which their
resource footprint, performance, and workload characteristics
vary significantly and present the following challenges.
Applications using remote services Figure 1 shows the
different components of a stream application. For processing
an input tuple, in addition to their operator DAG, applications
may invoke operations on a remote KV-storage, blob-storage,
or other services (either synchronously or asynchronously).
For example, an application processing user-profile update
streams, may invoke services that control user-notifications,
detect suspicious content, monitor duplicates in streams, update metadata related to user interactions, etc. For efficiency,
applications may buffer reads/writes to batch them. Moreover,
applications may maintain local state (such as for counters and
windows) using persistent stores like RocksDB [15], which
may be replicated to remote storage [35].
The service-time and throughput of such an application
depends on input load variations (illustrated in Figure 5) and
on variations in the latency and error-rates (or retries) of
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Figure 4: CDF of service time for a selected set of production
applications.

Figure 5: Time series of arrival rates for selected applications
(App 1-3 above, App-4 below) for a random 1-week period.

Figure 6: Applications’ memory footprint (in MB) vs.
throughput (in messages/sec).
the remote service. Latency and error-rate increases can last
from a few seconds to several minutes. The controller should
therefore be able to differentiate such scenarios, because while
scaling up parallelism may reduce backlog caused due to
input load increase, it may be ineffective, wasteful and even
detrimental [34] in case of a faltering remote service. Figure 4
shows the service-time of an application using remote services
(labeled App 1) compared to that using only an operator DAG
(App 2) comprised of the partition-by, map, flat-map, send-to
and merge operators. App 1 shows a relatively high variance
in its service time due to its dependence on a remote service.
Heterogeneous applications Figure 2 illustrates the number of applications that use combinations of different functionalities. Observe that, applications vary widely in their use
of different stream processing semantics, functionalities and
capabilities. For example, applications invoking remote services (denoted Remote), employing conventional operators
(denoted Op-PartitionBy, Op-Map, Op-Join, and so on), often
use user-defined functions to process input (denoted InputUDF) as part of their DAG, maintain state, and often also
replicate the state to a remote storage service.
Applications can be configured to process sequential input
out-of-order to improve throughput. They can also periodi-

cally execute UDFs exclusive of input processing (denoted
Periodic-UDF [16] in Figure 2), for example, to detect duplicates/anomalies in buffered input, produced windowed output,
update or prune state, or invoke a remote service.
Applications often control input checkpoint boundaries
instead of using periodic checkpointing (denoted Appcheckpoint), for example, to synchronize checkpoints with
remote service calls. Lastly, some applications load and use
other frameworks/libraries like TensorFlow [18], DL4j [10]
(denoted Ext-frameworks in Figure 2).
The heterogeneity among applications alters their resource
demands and their service time characteristics, as compared
to operator-DAG applications. Figure 6 shows the average
memory used and message throughput of the applications,
measured over a random 20 minute interval. Observe that,
two applications with similar throughput have significantly
different memory footprint. Similarly, applications with similar memory footprint yield significantly different throughput.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 7, applications also vary significantly in the number of input streams, the size of state for
stateful applications, and median service time.
Correlations in resource use Stream applications run continuously under variable input load, that is, variable input
message-rate or input byte-rate or both. Therefore, they have
inherent dependencies between their resource footprint, their
throughput and service time characteristics. For instance, an
application under-sized on CPU, may exhibit increased input buffering thus leading to increased memory use, lowered
throughput and backlog buildup. In case of Java-based systems like Flink [3] and Samza [6], an application under-sized
on heap memory may exhibit frequent GC runs, thus leading
to increased service times, reduced throughput and increased
CPU utilization. Therefore, an autosizing controller should
account for such correlations when making sizing decisions.
Given these challenges, we formulate the following requirements for an autosizing controller.
• Right size It should generate parameter values for an application’s memory, CPU, heap/native allocation, threadpool sizes, and other parameters, such that, (i) the latency
and throughput of the application meet the specified upper and lower bounds, respectively, and (ii) the overallocation of cluster resources to the application is bounded.
• Sizing time It should minimize the time taken to reach
right size values for an application.
• Operational ease The controller’s actions should be interpretable, allowing reliability-engineers to understand
and manually modify sizing if required. Similarly, it
should minimize issuing actions that cause processing
stalls, throughput drops, latency increases, for example,
it should not employ an undo-action strategy [26].
• Other Requirements It should scale to a large number
of applications, be fault-tolerant and resource efficient.
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Figure 7: Distribution of median service time (ms), number of inputs, and state size (MB) across applications at LinkedIn.
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Sage Auto-sizing Controller

Design approach One approach for an auto-sizing controller
for streaming applications is to treat applications as blackboxes and define independent rules for tuning of each resource. This is akin to VM-count based auto-scaling provided
by cloud services like Azure-VMSS [8] and AWS-EC2 [9].
This approach however, (i) disregards tuning application parallelism (Sec 2), and (ii) does not account for correlations in
resource use of applications (Sec 3), and can consequently
exhibit increased sizing time and oscillations [30, 34].
In contrast, optimization-based approaches rely on (a) profiling applications using trial-runs to generate models [20, 21,
28, 34], (b) assumptions about the optimization problem (e.g.,
convexity [21]), and (c) additional parameter-tuning, such as,
for step-sizes [20], termination criterion [20]. They lack the
interpretability of the first approach and do not account for
dynamic changes of an application’s service dependencies
and that in the environment such as network latencies.
Therefore, in designing Sage, we choose a gray-box approach that relies on a pre-defined set of rules tailored to
streaming applications – thus providing operational ease, navigates cyclic-dependencies in resource use of applications,
while reusing existing work on tuning parallelism (Sec 2).
Sage components Figure 8 shows the different Sage components and its use for Samza [6] applications. Each application comprises of a master container that requests resources
from the cluster-manager, and manages membership of dataprocessing containers that process a subset of inputs data
streams’ shards [6]. Sage comprises of components typical to
a feedback-based controller. The data collector receives and
aggregates metrics from applications, concerning resource
use, container failures, and input backlog. The resizer converts sizing decisions issued by policies, to a sizing action – a
change to one or more sizing parameters, while accounting
for cluster capacity, cluster fragmentation, resource quotas,
and resource limits of a single host. For example, a policy
may decide to set an application’s memory to 100 GB, the
resizer maps it to 25 4GB containers. Similarly, a policy’s
decision to set parallelism to 2000 threads, is mapped to 125
containers with 16 threads each (determined by number of
cores per host). Each sizing decision and action is recorded in
a durable, time-ordered, per-application action log, allowing
offline auditing and use by policies.
Policy engine Our approach involves encapsulating strate-

Figure 8: Sage design overview.
gies for sizing a specific resource into a policy. Policies are
applied periodically to each application in a priority order
tailored for CO stream systems (detailed below). Each policy
yields at most one sizing decision which is converted to an
action using the resizer. Sage currently applies a policy to an
application only if (a) no higher priority policy has yielded
a sizing decision, and (b) there is no action in-flight for that
application. The priority order allows simple design and implementation of an individual policy because, when invoked,
it can rely on the policies above it in the priority order to hold.
For example, a policy that increases an application’s parallelism can assume that the application is not bottlenecked on
CPU. Moreover, serializing sizing actions means Sage alters
one resource at a time per application. This allows actions
to be easily interpreted, audited, and altered by operators if
needed, at the cost of a minimal increase in sizing time.
Tuning memory before CPU & parallelism Applications
can be assigned a memory size using heuristics and models
based on their operator DAG. However, as detailed in Sec 3,
in addition to their operator-DAGs, applications require memory for other data processing, and are likely to experience
memory pressure. An application under memory pressure
will typically exhibit high latency and frequent processingstalls, for example, due to frequent GC occurrences (in Javabased applications), or increased disk-IO in applications using
RocksDB [35] for hosting state.
Increasing the parallelism of such an application would increase the service rate and the amount of memory required for
the increased rate. Consequently, the amount of memory available to buffer input decreases, thus limiting the application’s
throughput and resulting in backlog increases. Now, since CO
systems use bounded input buffers, increasing applications’

memory allocations alleviates high latency and processingstalls due to memory pressure. Sage therefore assigns a higher
priority to memory policies than CPU and parallelism.
For Java-based systems, memory tuning can be optimized
further by assigning a higher priority to a heap-allocation
policy than that for total memory. This allows tuning heap
allocation before increasing the total memory budget of the
application, for example, by ensuring upper bounds on heaputilization, GC time, and frequency. Table 1 lists the different
policies, the priority order, and the metrics they use. Policies
are divided into scale-up and scale-down categories.
Bounded backlog increase rates The CPU scale-up policy (P3) alleviates CPU-time bottlenecks by increasing the
application’s CPU allocation. However, assigning it a higher
priority than a parallelism scale-up policy (P4), allows the
later to assume that, if an application has a throughput bottleneck then it is not due to memory or CPU under sizing. This
allows for a simple policy implementation which monitors for
monotonic increases in a sliding window of an backlog values
and suitably increases the total thread-count for the application. The window size controls bounds the maximum rate at
which an application’s backlog can increase, the degree of
overallocation and sizing time the policy incurs. The threadcount assignment to different operators and UDFs is further
optimized using the three-steps-calculation strategy [30].
Applications using remote services For such applications,
the policy correlates the backlog window values with the
services’ latency and throughput values (typically published
by the services). This is because, in addition to a parallelism
bottleneck, backlogs can also result from throughput drops
or latency increases of a remote service [34]. Time-lagged
cross-correlation with pre-configured lag and threshold values
are used to measure correlation. Parallelism is increased only
in case of non-correlated backlog increases. We are currently
investigating other ways of determining correlations [24].
Safe scaledown Scale-down policies work similar to scaleup, and aim to reclaim resources from applications without
impacting their performance characteristics. These policies
aim to avoid reliance on remedial actions issued by scale-up
policies, and hence avoid oscillations due to repeated successive scale-down and scale-up actions. Similarly, they minimize the number of scale-down steps to reduce sizing time;
hence do not use additive-decrease strategies.
Reclaiming heap-allocation presents a memory-CPU tradeoff. Assigning relatively low values for heap memory causes
frequent GC, increased CPU use, and may increase latencies
beyond application requirements. Therefore, to scale-down
the heap allocation with a single safe action, Sage currently
relies on the heap-committed metric [12]. This metric measures the amount of heap allocated by the JVM to account
for live objects and additional space for bookkeeping and
GC. By bounding the heap-allocation using heap-committed,
the policy minimizes the impact of scale-down actions on
the application’s existing characteristics, minimizes requiring

Priority
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Name
Heap-allocation scale-up
Memory scale-up
CPU scale-up
Parallelism scale-up
Parallelism scale-down
Heap-allocation scale-down
Memory scale-down
CPU scale-down

Metrics
Heap-used, GC-time & count
Memory-used
CPU-used
Backlog
Backlog
Heap-committed
Memory-used
CPU-used

Table 1: Sage’s policy list.
remedial actions at the cost of over allocation. Alternative
policies may employ reinforcement-learning based strategies,
such as those in [36] for batch and “serving” workloads.
Sage’s memory scale down policy aims to lower bound
the allocated and used memory sizes, using the maximum
memory-used and heap-committed [12] metrics. This is because due to zero-page optimizations [1] by the kernel, heapcommitted metric may be higher than the resident set size.
The policy computes a likely resident size, assuming the heapcommitted is a part of the application’s resident set, which is
then used to size the application’s memory. The scale-down
policies work analogous to their scale-up counterparts.

5

Current Implementation

The Sage prototype is implemented in Java as a Samza application, using an Input-UDF for data collector that indexes metrics into sliding-windows stored using Samza’s state API [35]
(one store per metric). Since state updates are idempotent
using an at-least-once semantics suffices. Likewise, the policy
engine is implemented as a periodic-UDF [16] that is executed exclusive of input. Policies P1-P3 use a multiplicative
increase for its respective resource. Sage scales horizontally
by partitioning the input streams by applications’ name.
We have enabled Sage on selected production applications
at LinkedIn running on Apache YARN [4] clusters. Sage
incurs an average sizing time of approx. 40 minutes (across
applications including scale-up and down), with the rightsize at most 14% over-sized as compared to a hand-tuned
optimal size. It incurs atmost one action for heap and total
memory scale-down each, does not exhibit oscillations, and
has prevented tens of occurrences of processing stalls. In
contrast, an operator may spend several minutes or hours
when hand-tuning complex applications.

6

Conclusion

Stream processing systems like Flink [3] and Samza [6, 35]
provide low latency but rely on appropriate resource sizing
for applications. However, applications have diverged from
their conventional model of a DAG of operators, which pose
multiple challenges for their resource sizing. Sage is an autosizing controller that dynamically controls applications’ resource sizing while accounting for input load variations, applications’ service dependencies, and environmental variables,
while maximizing cluster utilization and minimizing cost.

7

Discussion

[3] Apache Flink. https://flink.apache.org/.

Stream-processing is offered as a PaaS service at many web
companies [7, 35], and we expect commercial cloud providers
to provide such services in the near future. Adoption of programming models like Apache Beam [2] and SQL [7, 17]
by streaming systems has allowed applications to evolve in
novel ways beyond a DAG of operators, and utilize new frameworks and capabilities, as we have tried to demonstrate from
our analysis of production stream processing applications at
LinkedIn. However, without appropriate resource sizing, applications typically run into throughput and latency issues,
failures, and processing stalls, regardless of the type of streaming system – BSP or CO. In case of CO systems the onus of
sizing is on the applications while in case of BSP systems the
onus is on the scheduler [37].
The problem of sizing requires navigating multiple resource, performance, operability, and cost trade-offs. Consequently there are multiple possible solution approaches.
Sage presents a rule-based solution in this spectrum, that allows us to trade-off a bounded amount of cost for operational
ease. Sage brings multiple other practical benefits. For example, Sage stabilizes new applications to run at production
scale, allows developers to roll-out new features in existing
applications without performing a scaling/tuning exercise,
and handles unforeseen traffic increases, such as, due to feature popularity surges, socio-economic events, etc (as shown
in Figure 5). Our preliminary results necessitate evaluating
Sage using a number of metrics such as, convergence time,
the level of under or over-sizing as compared to hand-tuned
optimal sizes, and Sage’s resource footprint – which we plan
to address in future work.
At the same time, our work presents a number of open
questions. For example, the problem of formulating strategies for dynamic resource sizing that reduce sizing time by
using learned models of applications, preventing oscillations,
bounding the over and under use of resources, and accounting
for variables like network latency and throughput. Similarly,
the problem of formulating a framework for sizing stream
applications that is provably safe – does not require remedial
actions, non-oscillatory, and accurate, in the face of load and
environmental variations remains open. We plan to address
these problems in future work. We hope that our analysis of
production applications, the challenges they bring, and our
work on Sage throws light on current production stream applications and the trade-offs in hosting them over a PaaS service,
and proves valuable for other work in this area.
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